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ABSTRACT

We present the first visual orbit for the nitrogen-rich Wolf-Rayet binary, WR 133 (WN5o + O9I)

based on observations made with the CHARA Array and the MIRC-X combiner. This orbit represents

the first visual orbit for a WN star and only the third Wolf-Rayet star with a visual orbit. The orbit

has a period of 112.8 d, a moderate eccentricity of 0.36, and a separation of a= 0.79 mas on the sky.

We combine the visual orbit with an SB2 orbit and Gaia parallax to find that the derived masses of

the component stars are MWR = 9.3 ± 1.6M� and MO = 22.6 ± 3.2M�, with the large errors owing

to the nearly face-on geometry of the system combined with errors in the spectroscopic parameters.

We also derive an orbital parallax that is identical to the Gaia-determined distance. We present a

preliminary spectral analysis and atmosphere models of the component stars, and find the mass-loss

rate in agreement with polarization variability and our orbit. However, the derived masses are low

compared to the spectral types and spectral model. Given the close binary nature, we suspect that

WR 133 should have formed through binary interactions, and represents an ideal target for testing

evolutionary models given its membership in the cluster NGC 6871.

Keywords: Interferometric binary stars (806), Spectroscopic binary stars (1557), WN stars (1805), O

supergiant stars (1139), Massive stars (732), Stellar masses (1614)

1. INTRODUCTION

The most fundamental parameter for a star is its mass,

which is only accurately measured through application

of Kepler’s Laws in binary systems. While eclipsing bi-

Corresponding author: Noel D. Richardson

noel.richardson@erau.edu

naries have been the standard for these analyses, some

rare types of stars are not yet known to have members

in eclipsing systems. In the case of massive stars, it has

been shown that most massive stars reside in multiple

systems (see, e.g., Mason et al. 2009; Sana et al. 2014;

Aldoretta et al. 2015), and it has become an observa-

tional fact that binary evolution can dominate the end

results of these stars (Sana et al. 2012; de Mink et al.
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2013). In the case of massive stars, the correct interpre-

tation of binary stellar populations could explain the ob-

served SEDs of galaxies throughout history as stripped

stars in binary systems changes the ultraviolet flux in

a galaxy. However, for this to work properly, we need

to have systems for which we can pinpoint stellar pa-

rameters and constrain binary evolution (Eldridge et al.

2017).

Some of the best examples of binaries showing evi-

dence of past mass transfer are ones with classical Wolf-

Rayet (WR) stars. These stars have lost their hydrogen

envelopes through the processes of stellar winds and,

possibly, binary interactions.

This analysis focuses on WR 133, a relatively under-

studied binary classified as WN5o+O9I by Smith et al.

(1996), where the ‘o’ suffix denotes no measurable hy-

drogen in the WR spectrum and the ‘N’ denotes it as

nitrogen-rich. The system is a bright member of NGC

6871 (Rosslowe & Crowther 2015), a cluster residing at

a distance of 2.14±0.07 kpc according to Malchenko &

Tarasov (2009). The system is used in the calibration

of WR star parameters by Rosslowe & Crowther (2015).

The binary orbit of the system was best studied by Un-

derhill & Hill (1994), who found a 112.4 d period, a

moderate eccentricity of 0.39, and a clear double-lined

status. The system shows some polarimetric variability

due to changing observed wind geometry throughout the

orbit (Robert et al. 1989), which was recently studied by

Fullard et al. (2020), who found a lower limit to the in-

clination to be 115.9◦. Systems with closer to face-on

inclination angles are difficult to constrain using only

polarimetric variability. The associated masses for the

115.9◦ inclination are unrealistically low, meaning that

the system would likely be closer to face-on, and perhaps

could be resolved with long-baseline interferometry.

In this paper, we present the first long baseline op-

tical interferometry of WR 133, which spatially resolves

the binary and allows us to compute a combined astro-

metric and spectroscopic orbit. In Section 2, we present

our interferometric observations and the spectroscopy

used in this analysis. In Section 3, we describe the mea-

surements made and present the orbital elements of the

system. We present a combined spectroscopic model in

Section 4, and then discuss these results and conclude

this study in Section 5.

2. OBSERVATIONS

2.1. Spectroscopy

Underhill & Hill (1994) presented the best spectro-

scopic orbit of the system that has been utilized reg-

ularly when describing the system. These 25 obser-

vations were taken with the Dominion Astrophysical
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Figure 1. Two example DAO spectra showcasing our mea-
surement routine. The top panel shows examples at different
radial velocity extremes. On the bottom panels, we show the
red and blue extrema for the Gaussian-fitted O-star lines,
and the bisected line levels and measured velocities for the
WR star.

Observatory 1.83 m telescope (DAO), and had a res-

olution element of 1.33Å. In addition, we collected 34

more observations with the same telescope and spectro-

graph configuration, so that our total dataset spans the

years 1986–2013. The observations cover the wavelength

range of 5150–6000Å, allowing for measurement of the

He II λ5411 emission feature for the WR star, and the

absorption features of He II λ5411, He I λ5876 and O III

5592 from the O star. A variety of detectors were used

given the time-span of the dataset, but all had the same

pixel size, thus maintaining the same resolution for the

entire data set. The additional emission features from

the WR star, C IV λλ5801,5812 and He I λ 5876 are

blended with each other and several diffuse interstellar

bands or telluric lines and thus are not measured. Un-
derhill & Hill (1994) also discuss an intermittent prob-

lem with the data where the wavelength solution shifts

in a zero point, and so the zero point is checked with

the deep, sharp interstellar lines from Na D.

In addition to the DAO data, some additional high-

resolution spectra were collected from the ELODIE

archive1 (Moultaka et al. 2004) as well as from the Po-

larBase2 archive (Donati et al. 1997; Petit et al. 2014),

which provided some data at much higher spectral res-

olution. The data from PolarBase were taken with the

ESPaDOnS spectropolarimeter on the CFHT, and in-

cludes data analyzed by de la Chevrotière et al. (2014)

1 http://atlas.obs-hp.fr/elodie/
2 http://polarbase.irap.omp.eu/
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in a search for magnetic fields. For consistency, we only

measured the same lines as available in the majority of

our spectra from DAO.

2.2. CHARA Array Interferometry

Interferometric observations were obtained with the

CHARA Array, which has six one-meter telescopes in a

Y-shaped array with baselines ranging from 34–330 m

(ten Brummelaar et al. 2005) and the upgraded MIRC-X

combiner (Monnier et al. 2004; Kraus et al. 2018; Anugu

et al. 2018, 2020) in 2019 and 2020. The observations

were recorded in the PRISM50 mode which provides a

spectral resolution of R = 50 in the H-band between

1.4 and 1.7 micrometer. The data were reduced using

the MIRC-X data reduction pipeline, version 1.2–1.33 to

produce calibrated visibilities and closure phases. Dur-

ing the reduction, we applied the bispectrum bias cor-

rection included in the pipeline and set the number of

coherent coadds to 5. Increasing the number of coherent

coadds can improve the signal to noise, but averaging

over too long a time in comparison to the atmospheric

seeing can bias the calibration. In general, the differ-

ence between the binary solutions based on the 5 and 10

coherent coadd reductions was smaller than the formal

errors, and the number of coherent coadds of 5 reduc-

tion typically gave a lower χ2 value in the binary fit. We

applied minimum uncertainties of 5% to the visibilities

and 0.3 deg to the closure phases based on the typical

calibration uncertainties expected for MIRC-X data.

The calibrators observed on each night are listed in

Table 1. We adopted uniform disk diameters in the

H-band for the calibrators from the JMMC stellar di-

ameter catalog (Bourges et al. 2017). We inspected the

visibilities and closure phases of the calibrators to check

for binarity, and also examined the results from the au-

tomated pipeline (Anugu et al. 2020) which calibrates

the calibrators against each other and uses CANDID

(Gallenne et al. 2015) to determine companion detec-

tion limits. We did not find any reliable binary detec-

tions for the calibrators. Due to the proximity in the sky

to WR 140, we used some of the same calibrator stars

as given in the analysis of Thomas et al. (submitted),

with the diameter estimates taken from Bourges et al.

(2017). All calibrators and data sets are tabulated in

Table 1 The closure phase calibration is well tested by

Anugu et al. (2020), so that we are confident that the

sign of the closure phases are correct. The reduction

pipeline is discussed in detail by Anugu et al. (2020),

3 https://gitlab.chara.gsu.edu/lebouquj/mircx pipeline.git.

and we refer the reader to that publication for detailed

discussion of the reductions.

3. MEASUREMENTS AND THE ORBITAL

MOTION

For the WR star, we measured radial velocities of the

He II λ5411 emission line through bisecting the line

(see Fig. 1). We measured the bisector at five differ-

ent heights above the normalized continuum, with levels

chosen between 3 and 5% above the continuum. For each

level, the velocity on the red and blue wing was interpo-

lated over a smoothed emission line, and then averaged

between the two line wings. The average velocity was

then used for the measurement. Errors were estimated

and then combined in quadrature for both the standard

deviation of these measurements and the differences be-

tween the measured velocities of both interstellar Na D

absorption lines. We reanalyzed all the data reported

by Underhill & Hill (1994) for consistency of the mea-

surements, and because the former measurements were

made with Gaussian fits of the line, which could cause

discrepancies between the observations. All velocities

are tabulated in an online table.

The O star velocities were measured through Gaus-

sian fits to the He II λ5411, O III λ5592, and He I

λ5876 absorption lines. The errors for each individual

measurement were estimated through the combination

in quadrature of the errors of the centroid position and

the error in the wavelength calibration, estimated by the

difference in velocity for the fit of the two interstellar Na

D absorption lines. The final averaged error was then

calculated by combining the standard deviation of these

measurements and the maximum individual error of the

measurements in quadrature.

The relative astrometry of the binary was measured

by using the calibrated interferometric data with the

same approach as Richardson et al. (2016a) and Thomas

et al. (submitted). This uses an adaptive grid search

to find the best fit binary position and flux ratio using

software described by Schaefer et al. (2016)4. During the

binary fit, we fixed the uniform disk diameters based on

the Gaia distance and expected radius of the O star.

For the O9I star, we adopt R∗ = 22.6R� based on the

calibration by Martins et al. (2005), and adopt the same

radius for the WR star. While we have better radii from

our models (Section 4), the adopted angular diameters

were 0.11 mas, which can be considered point sources

with the CHARA Array and have little effect on the

derived measurements.

4 This software is available at http://chara.gsu.edu/analysis-
software/modeling-software.
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Figure 2. The visual orbit derived for WR 133 is shown on the left, where we held the distance to be fixed to the Gaia distance.
The central star represents the O star, while the WR star is moving counterclockwise on the orbit. The top panel represents a
zoomed-in view of the orbit containing three measurements and highlights the errors of the interferometric measurements, with
the connecting blue line showing the offset from the calculated position at that epoch. The solid line shows the fit with the
distance held fixed to the Gaia distance, with the dashed line showing the fit with all parameters free. On the right, we show
the spectroscopic orbits of the two component stars.

The uncertainties in the binary fit were derived by

adding in quadrature errors computed from four sources:

the formal covariance matrix from the binary fit, the

variation in parameters when changing the coherent in-

tegration time used to reduce the data (5 and 10 co-

herent coadds), and the variation in parameters when

changing the wavelength scale by 0.5% (the formal un-

certainty reported by Anugu et al. 2020, for the MIRC-X

instrument) as well as the variation in binary parameters

when changing the visibility calibration by 5%. In scal-

ing the uncertainties in the position, we added these val-

ues in quadrature for the major axis of the error ellipse

(σmajor) and scaled the minor axis (σminor) to keep the

axis ratio and position angle fixed according to the val-

ues derived from the covariance matrix. The results of

the astrometric measurements are given in Table 2, with

significant figures dependent on the individual measure-

ments. In addition to the previously discussed param-

eters, we include the position angle of the error ellipse

(σPA) in Table 2.

Underhill & Hill (1994) found that the systemic veloc-

ities for the orbit of the Wolf-Rayet and O star compo-

nents differed by about 100 km s−1. In order to minimize

the errors present in our fit, we began by fitting the orbit

of each component star with the method of Morbey &

Brosterhus (1974). This allowed us to then remove the

systemic velocity from the radial velocity measurements

we made in order to combine all astrometric and radial

velocity measurements into a combined orbital fit. The

fitting routine we use was also described by Schaefer

et al. (2016). We found that fitting the orbit resulted in

a large reduced χ2-statistic. We were able to get this to
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Table 1. Calibrator stars used for the CHARA data

Night Ndatasets Baselines Calibrator θUD (mas)

2019-July-01 1 E1-W2-W1-S2-E2 HD 178538 0.2487±0.0062

HD 191703 0.2185±0.0055

HD 197176 0.2415±0.0058

HD 201614 0.3174±0.0074

2019-July-02 2 E1-W2-W1-S2-S1-E2 HD 178538 0.2487±0.0062

HD 191703 0.2185±0.0055

HD 197176 0.2415±0.0058

2019-September-04 1 E1-W2-W1-S2-S1-E2 HD 170585 0.3576±0.0087

HD 170977 0.3409±0.0082

HD 191703 0.2185±0.0055

HD 197176 0.2415±0.0058

HD 201614 0.3174±0.0074

2019-September-05 2 E1-W2-W1-S2-S1-E2 HD 170585 0.3576±0.0087

HD 170977 0.3409±0.0082

HD 178538 0.2487±0.0062

HD 191703 0.2185±0.0055

HD 197176 0.2415±0.0058

HD 201614 0.3174±0.0074

2019-September-13 1 E1-W1-S2-S1-E2 HD 191703 0.2185±0.0055

HD 197176 0.2415±0.0058

2020-June-23 1 E1-W2-W1-S2-S1-E2 HD 178538 0.2487±0.0062

HD 191703 0.2185±0.0055

HD 197176 0.2415±0.0058

HD 201614 0.3174±0.0074

Table 2. Astrometric Measurements derived from CHARA data

UT MJD θ ρ Error Ellipse (σPA) Flux Ratio

Date (◦) (mas) major (mas) minor (mas) PA (mas) fWR/fO

2019 July 01 58665.310 272.069 0.9152 0.0048 0.0032 155.3 0.2850±0.0027

2019 July 02 58666.222 270.154 0.9184 0.0070 0.0030 95.4 0.2664±0.0088

2019 July 02 58666.417 270.013 0.9050 0.0046 0.0039 21.4 0.2859±0.0022

2019 September 04 58730.273 356.868 0.8832 0.0052 0.0035 99.4 0.2774±0.0046

2019 September 05 58731.255 354.493 0.8986 0.0050 0.0042 69.2 0.2823±0.0038

2019 September 05 58731.320 354.341 0.8979 0.0049 0.0025 99.8 0.2788±0.0011

2019 September 13 58739.226 339.177 0.9797 0.0058 0.0017 161.5 0.2835±0.0181

2020 June 23 59023.262 217.971 0.6811 0.0050 0.0043 62.2 0.2831±0.0059

a reasonable value by increasing the errors of the WR

radial velocity measurements by a factor of two. The

errors of the O-star velocities and the astrometry yield

orbital fits with a reduced χ2-statistic of less than unity

when considered as a fit with a visual orbit and an SB1,

so our errors in the orbit seem to be dominated by the

errors in the WR radial velocities. We also note that

Underhill & Hill (1994) found that the time of perias-

tron passage was different for the different component

stars when fitting the orbit. This has been observed in

other WR binaries and comes from colliding wind excess

emission altering the emission line profiles from the WR

star, and could explain our large reduced χ2-statistic

from the combined fit.

The orbital elements from the simultaneous fit to the

visual orbit and spectroscopic radial velocities are given

in Table 3 in the column labeled VB+SB2. These pa-

rameters are consistent with the orbital elements of Un-
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Table 3. Orbital Elements.

Orbital Element VB+SB2 At Gaia distance Underhill & Hill (1994)

Elements of the System

Period (d) 112.780 ± 0.036 112.736 ± 0.073 112.4 ± 0.2

T (periastron, MJD) 58701.58 ± 0.38 58701.58 ± 0.56 47420.5 ± 3.6 (O-star only)

Eccentricity 0.3558 ± 0.0050 0.3646 ± 0.0103 0.39 ± 0.07

ωO (◦) 225.3 ± 6.1 238.9 ± 14.9 198.9 ± 10.

Elements of the Visual Orbit

a (visual, mas) 0.7863 ± 0.0060 0.7791 ± 0.0024 · · ·
Inclination (◦) 160.44 ± 1.86 162.08 ± 1.74 · · ·
Ω (◦) 171.5 ± 6.5 186.1 ± 15.6 · · ·

Elements of the Spectroscopic Orbit

KO (km s−1) 14.63 ± 1.51 13.41 ± 2.34 16.9 ± 2.1

KWR (km s−1) 32.30 ± 3.02 32.56 ± 3.98 34.4 ± 7.4

γO (km s−1) −15.09 ± 0.48 −15.09 ± 0.48 −20.9 ± 0.7

γWR (km s−1) 78.1 ± 3.0 78.1 ± 3.0 70.2 ± 4.6

χ2
red,fit 1.37 1.07 · · ·

Derived Properties

aWR (AU) 0.934±0.122 1.021±0.157 · · ·
aO (AU) 0.423±0.058 0.421±0.083 · · ·
aWR (R�) 200.7±26.2 219.5±33.7 · · ·
aO (R�) 90.9±12.5 90.5±17.8 · · ·
Distance (kpc) 1.73±0.17 1.85 (fixed) · · ·
MO (M�) 18.1 ± 6.5 22.3 ± 9.4 · · ·
MWR (M�) 8.2 ± 2.8 9.2 ± 4.0 · · ·
Rroche,WR (R�) 58.8 60.1 · · ·
Rroche,O (R�) 84.3 90.1 · · ·

Adopting Gaia EDR3 distance of 1.86 ± 0.08 kpc

MO (M�) 22.5 ± 2.5 22.6 ± 3.2 · · ·
MWR (M�) 10.2 ± 1.3 9.3 ± 1.6 · · ·

derhill & Hill (1994) which are included in the last col-

umn of Table 3 for reference. With a visual orbit, we

can combine the spectroscopic parameters of aWR sin i

and aO sin i to compare with the angular semi-major

axis from interferometry. This yields an orbital parallax

yielding a distance of 1.73±0.17 kpc, which is in agree-

ment with the Gaia DR2 distance of 1.85+0.16
−0.14 kpc (Rate

& Crowther 2020) and the Gaia early DR3 results which

imply the same distance with a smaller uncertainty of

1.86±0.08 kpc (Gaia Collaboration et al. 2020). The

dynamical masses computed from MWR sin3 i, MO sin3 i,

and the inclination are MO = 18.1±6.5M� and MWR =

8.2 ± 2.8M�. These masses have large uncertainties

due to the error on the inclination and the nearly face-

on system geometry and the uncertainty in the semi-

amplitudes. We can reduce the uncertainties in the

masses by using the Gaia EDR3 distance to compute

the total mass through Kepler’s Third Law and com-

bine with the spectroscopic mass ratio (KO/KWR) to

get slightly larger masses of MO = 22.5 ± 2.5M� and

MWR = 10.2±1.3M� (last two rows of Table 3). Lastly,

in this table, we also include the Roche radii of the com-

ponent stars from the approximation of Eggleton (1983),

showing that these stars are not filling their Roche lobes.

In Table 3 we also present a solution where we con-

strain the orbital parallax to agree with the Gaia dis-

tance of 1.85 kpc. We varied the distance within the

1σ uncertainties, recomputed the orbit fits, and added

the difference in the parameters in quadrature with the

formal errors from the fitting routine. The orbital pa-

rameters at the Gaia distance are consistent with the

fit where the distance is not constrained. We adopt

this solution, combined with the uncertainties from the

Gaia ERD3 parallax, to produce final masses of MO =

22.6± 3.2M� and MWR = 9.3± 1.6M�.

4. A SPECTROSCOPIC MODEL FOR THE

SYSTEM

To derive the physical parameters of both stellar com-

ponents of WR 133, we utilize the Potsdam Wolf-Rayet
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Figure 3. Upper panel: comparison between the observed SED (FUSE, IUE, and UBVJHK photometry, blue lines and squares)
and the synthetic PoWR SED modeled for WR 133 (red dotted line). The synthetic SED is the sum of a PoWR model for the
WR primary (black solid line) and O-type secondary (green dashed line). Lower panels: Comparison between the observed and
synthetic normalised spectra. See text for details.
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Table 4. Inferred physical parameters of WR 133 from the
PoWR spectral analysis

Parameter primary secondary

Spectral type WN5 O9 I

distance [kpc] 1.856 (fixed)

flux f/ftot(H) 0.22 (fixed) 0.78 (measured)

T∗ [kK] 71 ± 5 30.0 ± 1.0

T2/3 [kK] 67 ± 5 29.5 ± 1.0

log g [cgs] - 3.30 ± 0.15

logRt [R�] 0.90 ± 0.05a -

log L [L�] 5.42 ± 0.10 5.29 ± 0.10

R∗ [R�] 3.4 ± 0.5 16.6 ± 1.0

D 4 ± 0.3 dex 20 ± 0.3 dex

β 1 (fixed) 3 ± 1

log Ṁ [M� yr−1] −5.05 ± 0.15 −6.40 ± 0.15

v∞ [km s−1] 1600 ± 100 1800 ± 200

XH 0+0.05
−0 0.74 ± 0.01

XC/10−3 0.1 ± 0.05 2 ± 1

XN/10−3 15 ± 5 0.7 ± 0.3

XO/10−3 - 6 ± 3

v sin i [km s−1] - 96 ± 10

vmac [km s−1] - 40 ± 20

Mspec 14 ± 2 20+8
−5

EB−V [mag] 0.43 ± 0.02

a Note that the transformed radius should not be confused with
the physical radius of the star, see text for details.

(PoWR) model atmosphere code (Hamann & Gräfener

2003; Gräfener et al. 2002; Sander et al. 2015) to analyze

the available FUSE, IUE, and optical spectra. PoWR

is a 1D code that solves the radiative transfer prob-

lem in spherical geometry, and is applicable to any hot

star with an expanding atmosphere (e.g., Sander et al.

2014; Shenar et al. 2015; Ramachandran et al. 2019).

The analysis takes advantage of pre-calculated grids for

Galactic WN stars (Todt et al. 2015) and OB-type stars

(Hainich et al. 2019), which enable an estimation of the

errors and provide good starting models from which tai-

lored models can be constructed. The analysis of a bi-

nary is possible by combining two PoWR models such

that the sum of their spectra reproduce the observations.

In the following, we briefly describe the concepts of our

PoWR binary analysis. A more detailed description of

the methodology is given in Shenar et al. (2016, 2019).

A PoWR model is primarily defined by its tempera-

ture T∗, gravity g, luminosity L, mass-loss rate Ṁ , ter-

minal velocity v∞, and chemical abundances. The tem-

perature T∗ refers to the effective temperature at the in-

nermost layer of the model, which is defined at a mean

Rosseland optical depth of τRoss = 20. For OB-type

stars, it is almost identical to the effective temperature

T2/3, defined at τRoss = 2/3. For WR stars, the photo-

sphere can be significantly above the hydrostatic layers,

which are concealed by the stellar wind. The stellar ra-

dius R∗ relates to T∗ and L via the Stephan-Boltzmann

equation L ∝ R2
∗T

4
∗ .

A helpful parameter used to described PoWR models

is the so-called transformed radius Rt, which character-

izes the strength of emission recombination lines:

Rt = R∗

[
v∞

2500 km s−1

/
Ṁ
√
D

10−4M� yr−1

]2/3

. (1)

Models with given T∗ and Rt values will tend to exhibit

a similar emission spectrum irrespective of L, v∞, and

D.

The velocity field v(r) in the model smoothly connects

the subsonic regime, where the density is determined

from quasi-hydrostatic equilibrium (Sander et al. 2015),

and the supersonic regime, where the density follows

from the wind velocity described by a β−law (Castor

et al. 1975). The winds are assumed to be clumped.

Clumping is treated in the microclumping approxima-

tion (Hamann & Koesterke 1998) and is described by the

clumping factorD, which gives the density ratio between

a clumped wind and the equivalent smooth wind. The

radial clumping stratification is as described by Shenar

et al. (2015) for the O-type component, and is assumed

to be constant for the WR component.

The line profiles are characterized by the Doppler ve-

locity vDop(r) =
√
v2

th + ξ2, where ξ is the microturbu-

lent velocity and vth is the thermal velocity (Shenar et al.

2015). The microturbulence is depth-dependent, start-

ing from photospheric values of 100 and 14 km s−1 for

the WR and O-type components, respectively (Todt

et al. 2015; Hainich et al. 2019), and scaling with the

wind velocity as ξ(r) = 0.1 · v(r) beyond.

We include the chemical species H, He, C, N, O, and

the iron group elements for both components, and add

Mg, Si, P, S for the O-type secondary. The abundances

of heavy elements are fixed to solar (Asplund et al.

2009), but the H, C, N, and O abundances are exam-

ined as free parameters in the analysis.

An important quantity in a binary analysis is the flux

ratio of both components in a certain band. In princi-

ple, it can be estimated from the relative strengths of

the O-star features in the spectrum, which would be-

come more or less diluted depending on the adopted

light ratio. However, the interferometric measurements

described in Section 3 provide us with a direct measure

of the light ratio in the H-band of fWR/fO(H) = 0.28.

We fix the light ratio to this measured value.
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The effective temperatures T∗ are derived by re-

producing the ionisation balance of different ionisa-

tion stages of a given species, primarily N IV and

N V for the WR primary and He I and He II for

the O-type secondary. With the fixed light ratio, the

wind parameters of the WR primary are determined

from the line strength and shape of P-Cygni lines

in the UV (most prominently N V λλ1239, 1243 and

C IVC ivλλ1548, 1551) and the optical recombination

lines. The wind parameters of the O-type secondary

can also be derived accurately, owing to the presence

of significant Hα emission, along with the resonance P-

Cygni lines N V λλ1239, 1243, Si IVλλ1394, 1403, and

C IVλλ1548, 1551. The gravity of the O-type secondary

is determined from its Balmer absorption wings. While

they are entangled with the WR emission, the gravity

can be estimated due to the now fixed WR wind param-

eters and is found to be typical for O-type supergiants

or bright giants (luminosity classes I or II, e.g., Martins

et al. 2005). Lacking photospheric features, the gravity

of the WR component cannot be derived. Finally, the

abundances are determined from the overall strength of

corresponding spectral lines.

The projected rotational velocity v sin i and macrotur-

bulent velocity vmac of the O-type secondary are deter-

mined by utilising the iacob-broad tool (Simón-Dı́az

& Herrero 2007, 2014), which relies on the Fourier tech-

nique and goodness-of-fit analysis. We use the isolated

O iiiλ5592 line for this purpose. The models are con-

volved with a rotation profile and a radial-tangential

profile of the derived Doppler widths (Gray 1973). The

values agree with a qualitative inspection between the

synthetic and observed line profiles. For the WR pri-

mary, v sin i and vmac cannot be derived.

For the WR component, we find no clear indications

for β values that significantly differ from unity, although

we note that there is a degeneracy between β and the

other parameters. We therefore adopt the typical β = 1

(Todt et al. 2015). For the O-type component, we find

indications for β values on the order of 3. Lower β values

overestimate the width of the Hα line, while larger β val-

ues underestimate it. The terminal velocity is fixed from

the P-Cygni lines, and hence β is altered to provide a

qualitative agreement. The clumping contrasts can only

be estimated via electron scattering wings for the WR

primary and the relative strength of the P-Cygni and

Hα line for the O-type secondary. They are found to be

typical for the respective spectral types (e.g., Hamann

& Koesterke 1998; Bouret et al. 2012).

We find very clear indications that X-ray radiation

impacts the UV spectrum of the O-type secondary.

Through K-Shell transitions (Auger ionization), X-rays

no X-rays

with X-rays

observation
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Figure 4. Comprison between the observed N V

λλ1239, 1243 and Si IVλλ1394, 1403 IUE spectrum of
WR 133 (blue solid line) with the total synthetic PoWR nor-
malised spectrum (sum of O and WR models) with X-rays
in the O-type secondary (red dashed line) and without (pink
dotted line). Without X-rays in the O model, only the WR
star contributes to the N V λλ1239, 1243 doublet, and the
Si IVλλ1394, 1403 doublet is saturated, unlike observed.

can alter the ionization balance in the wind, most promi-

nently populating levels associated with high-ionization

lines such as N V λλ1239, 1243 (Cassinelli & Olson 1979;

Oskinova et al. 2011). X-rays are modeled as described

in detail in Baum et al. (1992) and Shenar et al. (2015).

In this approach, the X-ray emission is assumed to orig-

inate in optically thin filaments of shocked plasma em-

bedded in the wind, characterized by three parameters:

the X-ray temperature TX, the filling factor Xfill, and

the onset radius R0. We set TX to 1 MK and the on-

set radius to R0 = 2R∗. The filling factor is adjusted

such that the observed X-ray luminosity roughly agrees

with the observed value of LX ≈ 1033 erg s−1 (Pollock

1995). In Fig. 4, we show the impact of including X-rays

in the PoWR model of the O-type secondary. While

the treatment of X-rays is approximate and does not

account for non-spherical X-ray irradiation from wind-
wind-collisions, it illustrates the necessity of X-rays in

reproducing the observed spectrum.

Finally, the reddening and total luminosity of the sys-

tem are derived by comparing the observed spectral en-

ergy distribution (SED) to the sum of the SEDs of both

models. The reddening is modeled following Cardelli

et al. (1989). From the total luminosity, the fixed light

ratio and the other determined parameters, we then de-

rive the individual luminosities.

The final spectral fit is shown in Fig. 3. The in-

ferred parameters are given in Table 4. The spectro-

scopic mass for the O-type secondary is derived from

Mspec = g R2
∗/G, where G is the gravitational constant.

The spectroscopic mass of the WR primary stems from

mass-luminosity relations calculated for chemically ho-

mogeneous WR stars by Gräfener et al. (2011), which
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for a H-free star depends only on L. The error on the

spectroscopic mass of the WR star is propagated from

the error in L, and is possibly understimated in its lower

limit given that the WR primary may be chemically in-

homogeneous, which would lower M for a given L.

5. DISCUSSION

Sana et al. (2012) found that about 75% of massive

OB stars should have their evolution impacted by a com-

panion. The general assumption used in the analysis

of binary populations is that two stars will interact if

the system is born with a semi-major axis of less than

∼ 10 AU and the star evolves into a red supergiant (e.g.,

Sana 2017). During a binary interaction, the system

initially becomes more compact until the mass ratio is

unity and then increases until mass transfer eventually

ceases. This has been seen in an active phase for binaries

that could become similar to WR 133 with systems such

as the LBV-like binaries MWC 314 (Richardson et al.

2016b) and HDE 326823 (Richardson et al. 2011). The

supergiant companion to the WR star in WR 133 could

have a larger rotation rate than an average field star.

The inferred value of v sin i of 96 km s−1 is similar to

the average value found for O supergiants by Simón-

Dı́az & Herrero (2014). However, if there were indeed

past binary interactions, the O9I star should be rotat-

ing in the orbital plane, and thus would likely be a rapid

rotator. In fact, if we use our derived value for v sin i

and the inclination of the system imply a modestly fast

rotation rate of 280 km s−1, which is a reasonably fast

rotation for a supergiant O star. However, if the O star

had a magnetic field from the interaction, then the rota-

tion rate could be drastically less than critical in a short

time (Potter et al. 2012).

Eldridge (2009) used the stellar mass and parameters

for the O star in the γ2 Velorum system to constrain

the age of the γ2 Vel stars using both binary as well as

single-star evolution models. As the O-star can be reju-

venated during binary interactions, a comparison with

single-star models only provides a lower limit for the

age of the system. In the case of γ2 Vel, Eldridge (2009)

found the system to be about 2 Myr older when taking

binary evolution into account. Consequently, we can

infer a minimum age of our system when we use our

measured O star parameters from Table 3 as an input

for the BONNSAI interface (Schneider et al. 2014) 5 to

explore any evolutionary constraints that might be pos-

sible. Given the input parameters from the orbit, along

with the model parameters from Table 4 (e.g., log g),

5 The BONNSAI web-service is available at www.astro.uni-
bonn.de/stars/bonnsai.

the star was able to be replicated for the single-star

BONNSAI models. With that, we find an initial mass

of 27.6+1.9
−1.6M�, and an age of 5.08+0.47

−0.40 Myr. The age

for the γ2 Velorum system was calculated by Eldridge

(2009) to be 5.5±1 Myr, in line with the age of the Vela

OB association. This means that the WR 133 system is

about as old or even older than γ2 Vel. Moreover, the

mass exchange and envelope stripping of the WR com-

ponent in WR 133 must have been considerably weaker

than in γ2 Vel.

It seems that WR 133 is similar to the γ2 Velorum sys-

tem in that it has had past interactions, and the orbit

now has a small eccentricity and a period of ∼ 100 d.

The main difference in these systems is likely the progen-

itor masses. In the case of WR 133, we see a less massive

system than in the case of γ2 Vel, as well as nitrogen-

rich WR star instead of a C-rich WR star. This means

that either WR 133 was not massive enough to undergo

the same evolution as γ2 Vel, or that it is not as far

along in its evolutionary path. In the case of γ2 Vel,

we may expect that the larger initial masses would lead

to a larger radiative force to drive the stellar winds and

evolve to the carbon-rich WR we observe today.

The component masses we derive for WR 133 are lower

than those inferred with the PoWR model described in

Section 4. We note that the large errors in the masses are

currently dominated by the seemingly small error of the

orbital inclination of 1.85◦, but due to the nearly face-on

system geometry, it propagates to large errors, especially

when we also consider the errors in the spectroscopic

semi-amplitudes. While our orbital mass of 22.3 M�
for the O star agrees with the PoWR model results (20

M�), it is noteworthy that Martins et al. (2005) predicts

a higher mass of 32 M� for the O9I spectral type. If the

spectral type was O9III instead of O9I, the expected

mass from Martins et al. (2005) would be 21M�, which
is more in line with our findings. We note that many of

the spectral classification lines are likely contaminated

by the presence of the WR star, potentially blurring

the stellar classification of the component stars in the

WR 133 system.

Fullard et al. (2020) recently published models of the

polarimetric variability of WR 133. With our better-

constrained orbital parameters, we can then use the

same models for the system to constrain the mass-loss

rate of the WR star. Using the parameters from our or-

bit, such as Ω, the flux ratio, asystem, and the inclination,

the polarimetric model is best fit with a mass-loss rate

of the WR star of (4.0 ± 0.6) × 10−6M�yr−1, which is

about a factor of 2 lower than the PoWR-derived mass-

loss rate.
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The orbit of WR 133 offers us the chance to better un-

derstand the nature of these interactions. The system

resides in the Galactic open cluster NGC 6871 (Ross-

lowe & Crowther 2015). This cluster has a line of sight

velocity of −11 km s−1 (Kharchenko et al. 2005), com-

parable to the value we derive for γO = −15.3 km s−1.

The cluster has an age of ≈ 10 Myr (Kharchenko et al.

2005), meaning that the system had to form and interact

in that relatively short time frame.

Finally, we note that there are three well-established

masses for WR stars, where the mass comes from a com-

bination of a visual (interferometric) orbit and a double-

lined spectroscopic orbit. The two additional systems

are γ2 Velorum (Lamberts et al. 2017) which contains a

WC8 star with a mass of 8.9 M�, and WR 140 (Thomas

et al., submitted) which contains a WC7 star with a

mass of 10.3 M�. It is interesting to note that the two

WC stars appear to have similar masses to the WN star

in WR 133. However, we continue to be in the range

of very small number statistics, and any differences in

these masses could be reflecting different conditions for

binary interactions in the past.

WR 133 provides a rare chance to constrain stellar

wind structure models, in particular for the spectro-

scopically unconstrained masses of WN stars, which is a

key ingredient for our perception of WR-type mass loss

(Sander et al. 2020). For these purposes, an improve-

ment of our orbital solution will be vital. This can be

done with improved spectroscopic measurements to both

constrain the spectral types and better measure the ra-

dial velocities. We will need more measurements with

the CHARA Array to improve our visual orbit and bet-

ter constrain the inclination. The two proposed orbits

in this paper differ by about 0.02 mas near periastron,

which should be possible to measure with the MIRC-X

combiner in the future. It also allows us to use polarime-

try to provide independent constraints on the mass-loss

rate of the WR star, in turn providing for more cali-

brated measurements for many WR+O binaries in the

future.
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